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to send my list through
ahead of time but I did come
with some suggestions from
the 17-year-old, the 15-year-
old and the hubby.

Gift consultant and stylist
Kerry Athanassiou loves a
list and was immediately
targeting the stores she felt
would best suit my needs
and looking at the discounts
and specials which would
ease the pressure on my wal-
let.

We hit the Tommy Hilfiger
store for No.1 son. Two  shirts
on the half price rack fit the
bill perfectly and we moved
on to Converse and funky
new sneakers for hubby and
I. Next stop, Industrie for
shorts, a shirt and chinos. 

A two-for-one deal at the
Levis store saw me with a
pair of faded denim skinny

jeans (perhaps a little ambit-
ious but YOLO) alongside
505s for the husband.

There were other pur-
chases that I won’t reveal
here for fear of spoiling the
surprise but I was impressed
with the range of stores now
on offer at the  outlet centre.

Three Nintendo Amiibo

from EB Games for No 2  son
and three sets of gorgeous
Christmas tea towels from
Bed Bath and Table and I
was done.

I could not leave the cen-
tre without a quick visit to
Oroton, a favourite with  of-
ferings of 60 to 70 per cent off
fabulous leather hand bags

that stand the test of time.
As I sipped champagne

and watched the gift-wrap-
ping transform the items
into a beautiful pile of
presents, I vowed to have a
Big Day Off every year. The
offer runs Monday to Friday
until November 27.

The cost? Priceless.         

DRUMMOYNE

Oh what fun to finish Christmas shopping early
WITH  PRESENTS UNDER THE TREE ALL WORRIES ARE OVER

Compliments of the season: Deborah FitzGerald says farewell and thanks to gift consultant
Kerry Athanassiou. Pictures: CRAIG WILSON

It’s a wrap: Judy Yam and Rena Kahale. What joy:  Christmas shopping done.
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